
3rd Grade Spelling List

happen lettuce basket

winter sister problem

Supper subject lesson

spelling napkin collar

traffic suggest puppet

pennies inches plants

families bodies glasses

wises pockets lists

copies parties bunches

crashes supplies pencils

using getting easiest

swimming heavier greatest

pleased emptied leaving

worried strangest freezing

funniest angrier shopped

clean agree teeth

dream grain coach

display window shadow

cheese peach braid

Sunday float thrown

proud shower hour

amount voyage choice

avoid thousand prowl

employ bounce poison

annoy appoint broil



finish pilot even

wagon music silent

rapid female lemon

pupil focus robot

tulip camel salad

handle table noodle

trouble little saddle

simple gentle juggle

people poodle uncle

middle pickle riddle

sunglasses football homework

haircut popcorn railroad

snowstorm earring scarecrow

blueberry butterflies lawnmower

campground sandbox toothbrush

splash strike strength

throw street squeak

three split throne

square splurge scratch

scream thrill squeeze

father English pitcher

chapter weather flash

other catch athlete

alphabet fashion trophy

watch shrink nephew



4th Grade Spelling List

admire rally accident

rascal magnet soccer

mitten gutter contest

engine intend mammal

method sudden fabric

happen custom finger

flatten cannon sigh

height slight highway

right spray thigh

frighten weigh braid

tight dismay eight

bait raisin freight

detail grain trait

sleigh sweet below

greet indeed each

throat season rainbow

three float croak

grown least foam

shallow seaweed freedom

flown eagle hollow

prairie finally rookie

balcony calorie movie

hockey steady honey

country collie alley

valley empty breezy



trolley money city

jury misty usual

threw truth groove

huge afternoon bruise

confuse flute scooter

cruel humor mood

juice excuse duty

smooth cruise pupil

curfew monkeys holidays

hobbies teammates friends

months daisies memories

plays companies delays

bunches supplies costumes

scratches batteries taxes

sandwiches counties donkeys

videos leaves radios

children feet cliffs

sheep tornadoes potatoes

men cuffs tomatoes

themselves halves beliefs

hoofs lives moose

patios loaves morning

corner partner force

forest story storm

forward garbage argue

Florida sharp form

backyard apartment garden



alarm start sport

Arkansas Thanksgiving young

whisper trunk among

wheel elephant strong

think nephew white

blink blank belong

shrink chunk graph

whiskers wharf skunk

return turkey journal

search courage heard

courtesy curtain surface

early nourish burrow

purpose turtle purse

hamburger first birthday

furniture survey


